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Can't get to a showroom? Let us help you find the perfect garden furniture from home
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Explore Moda Outdoor Living
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Buy now and pay nothing today with zero deposit and 0% APR interest-free finance
You can order your new furniture today with zero deposit and nothing to pay today. Then 0% APR interest-free finance once your furniture has been delivered, with a choice of payment plans to suit you from V12, one of the largest finance providers in the UK.

Turn your home into a luxurious escape without having to worry about the costs.

Find Out More
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Order your new furniture with zero deposit and nothing to pay today
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[image: Find a showroom]Experience Moda quality and luxury first hand
Come and chat with our experts in our showrooms across the UK. You can experience the quality of our products up close, and we can help you choose and tailor the best luxury furniture for your outdoor space.

Find A Showroom
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Go 1-on-1 with our garden furniture experts on a one-way video call (don't worry, you'll see us but we can't see you). See furniture sets in our luxury showrooms, ask questions, and learn about what makes us great.

Video Call Our Experts


[image: Find a showroom]Plan your dream garden with our free 3D and AR planner tools
With our free 3D planner, you can personalise our sets to create your dream garden. Then you can use the free AR visualiser to see precisely how your new set will look outdoors.

Find Out More






The UK's most trusted garden furniture specialist
Expertly handcrafted, here at Moda we only use the finest materials to create our luxury outdoor furniture. Combining double-woven rattan, rustproof frames, hydrophobic fabrics and industry-leading super-thick glass, our premium furniture sets are built to withstand whatever British weather has to throw at them. 

That's why we can confidently offer a market-leading 7-year guarantee on all our outdoor frames and rattan weaves. And that's just one of the reasons why we have the largest volume of 5* Trustpilot reviews of all UK garden furniture specialists.

Find Out More
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Make the most of longer evenings with a FREE OUTDOOR HEATER
Enjoy Mediterranean-style evenings and long summer nights in comfort with our elegant outdoor heater. Worth £475, this premium heater combines innovative infrared technology with timeless aesthetics to add not only style and luxury but also warmth and light to your outdoor space; even if the weather is more South Shields than Santorini.

SORRY, HEATERS HAVE NOW SOLD OUT.

Explore All Garden Heaters
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Let us tell you more. Enjoy Mediterranean-style evenings and long summer nights outdoors in comfort with our luxury patio heater. Worth £475, this premium heater combines innovative infrared technology with timeless aesthetics to add not only style and luxury but also warmth and light to your outdoor space. Free with orders over £1,500. But hurry! Limited stocks available.

So if it does turn colder, it doesn't have to end. Enjoy these summer evenings well into the night; explore our complete range of luxury outdoor heaters.



See what our customers have to say
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Why Moda Furnishings?
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Premium Double Woven Rattan For Strength & Durability
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Advanced Water Repellent All-Weather Fabrics
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8mm Tempered & Toughened Safety Glass Tabletops
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Market Leading 7-Year Guarantee on All Frames & Rattan Weaves
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5-Star Rating From Over 9,000 Satisfied Customers
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Free Delivery Or Platinum Delivery & Assembly Service by our experts
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Need some advice to find your perfect outdoor furniture?

[image: Find a showroom]Experience Moda luxury first-hand
Come and chat with our garden furniture experts in our showrooms across the UK. You can experience the quality of our products up close, and we can help you choose and tailor the best luxury furniture for your outdoor space.

Find A Showroom


[image: Find a showroom]Need some help but don't want to talk to anyone?
Whether you're sensitive to noise and crowds, or whatever the reason, we're still here to help. Enjoy a virtual walkthrough of our flagship showroom to help you visualise and get a feel of our products.

Visit Our Virtual Showroom








Need some advice to find your perfect outdoor furniture?

[image: Find a showroom]Experience Moda luxury first-hand
Come and chat with our garden furniture experts in our showrooms across the UK. You can experience the quality of our products up close, and we can help you choose and tailor the best luxury furniture for your outdoor space.

Find A Showroom
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Whether you're sensitive to noise and crowds, or whatever the reason, we're still here to help. Enjoy a virtual walkthrough of our flagship showroom to help you visualise and get a feel of our products.

Visit Our Virtual Showroom




[image: Find a showroom]Experience Moda quality and luxury first hand
Come and chat with our experts in our showrooms across the UK. You can experience the quality of our products up close, and we can help you choose and tailor the best luxury furniture for your outdoor space.

Find A Showroom
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Go 1-on-1 with our garden furniture experts on a one-way video call (don't worry, you'll see us but we can't see you). See furniture sets in our luxury showrooms, ask questions, and learn about what makes us great.

Video Call Our Experts


[image: Find a showroom]Plan your dream garden with our free 3D and AR planner tools
With our free 3D planner, you can personalise our sets to create your dream garden. Then you can use the free AR visualiser to see precisely how your new set will look outdoors.

Find Out More








Outdoor Accessories To Enhance Your Furniture
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Garden Parasols
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be inspired @modafurnishings

 Scroll across and be inspired by our customers and partners on Instagram - @modafurnishings. And then don't forget to tag us in your #modafied spaces once your new furniture has been delivered!










Last Chance To Buy

We’ve almost sold out of some of our popular garden furniture products All clearance sets are in stock and ready to deliver within ten working days, plus you can buy now and pay nothing today with zero deposit and 0% interest-free credit. Hurry! Only available while stocks last. Click here for all clearance garden furniture
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Explore Moda Indoor Living
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Find more Inspiration With Our Latest Blog And Style Guides






As Seen In
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Explore Moda Outdoor Living
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Explore MODA INDOOR LIVING
If you like our philosophy on premium garden furniture - where lasting beauty and function are at the heart of all we offer - then you will also fall in love with our stunning new indoor furniture ranges. Choose from sofas, coffee tables, chairs, beds, lighting, mirrors, rugs, and much more.

Explore our new ranges of stylish, on-trend indoor furniture and give your home that luxury feel with Moda Indoor Living
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As Seen In
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 Sign up to receive our monthly newsletter Sign up


Our newsletter is packed full of style ideas, new products and exclusive disounts. We will never sell your email to third parties and will keep your details secure
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